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The Large Hadron Collider @ CERN 

Proton-proton collisions at 7 TeV (2010/11) & 8 TeV (2012)  
(and ~13 TeV after 2013/14 upgrade) 

ATLAS 

CMS 
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The CMS Detector 

Total weight          12500 t 
Overall diameter       15 m 
Overall length        21.6 m 

Inclusive Trigger: 
- BSC: 2009-2012 
- HF: 2009-… 
- TOTEM T2 2011-…  

CMS  η coverage: 
Tracker (Pixel + Strip)  |η| < 2.4 
Calorimeters (EM+HCAL)  |η| < 3.0 
HF Calorimeter  3 < |η| < 5 
Muon Detectors  |η| < 2.4 
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CMS: Luminosity and Pile-Up 
q  2009/10: low energy runs at  
√s = 0.9 and 2.36 TeV 

 
q  Successful LHC running 

allowed to collect ~25 fb-1 
for analysis between 2010 
and 2012 at √s = 7&8 TeV 
    

q  At high instantaneous 
luminosity, several 
overlapping interactions 
(Pile-Up) 

à High luminosity allow to 
study rare phenomena 
(Higgs discovery !) and hard 
QCD: high pT objects can be 
isolated from Pile-Up 
 

à Soft QCD phenomena (low 
pT) need lower Pile-Up and 
were studied mostly with 
2009/10 low luminosity data 
+ dedicated runs later 
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Soft QCD and Underlying Event 

  

The majority of the pp collisions are soft 
   → no hard parton scattering → no “perturbative” predictions 

   → need to model them phenomenologically 

→ Use Monte-Carlo (MC) description to correct data: 

"  PS, UE and hadronization models  
   tuned on previous (low energy) data 
 
"  Different models available diverging 
   at high energy prior to LHC 
 
→ LHC data give us a unique  
     chance to fill gaps in our  
     knowledge on soft QCD 
 
→ Reference for high energy pp     
     collisions and heavy ions run  
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Model of UE & MPI 

In PYTHIA, describe UE&MPI by “mini-jets”, extending 2à2 QCD process to “soft” 
regime:   
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Particle Spectra 
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Single Charged Particle Spectra: dN/dη      	


CMS measurements in agreement with other 
experiments. 
 
However densities are higher than most 
models and pre-LHC MC at high energy. 
→ MC tuning effort on LHC data 

Event Selection: 
– MinBias trigger (BSC) 
– At least 3 GeV in both HF  
– primary vertex 
 → Corrected to non  single 
     diffraction (NSD) 
 
Charged Particle Selection: 
– |η| < 2.5  
– corrected to pT>0 GeV/c 
– 3 different methods 
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Single Charged Particle Spectra: dN/dpT  

MinBias pT reach extended 
by jet triggers to ~100 GeV/c  

"   Expected shape at low pT is different with MPI ON 
"   Results at 7 TeV most compatible with PYTHIA 8 while  
    PYTHIA 6 is worse 
"    Both PYTHIA 6&8 reproduce relatively well the pT shape  
   with MPI ON and pT cut-off 
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Charged Particle Multiplicities 

"   Large multiplicity tail observed at 7 TeV (cf. dN/dη) 
"  <pT> vs n scale with energy 
"   No Monte Carlo is able to describe all multiplicities at all energies (but  
  PYTHIA 8 better)  
"   Most MC/tunes can not describe simultaneously the multiplicity and the pT 
   dependence (again PYTHIA 8 better) 

The multiplicity distribution and <pT> are sensitive to the MPI modeling in  MC 
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Strange Particle Production: K0
s, Λ , Ξ-	


K0
s 

Λ	


Ξ-	


K0
s 

Λ	


Ξ-	


K0
s 

 Similar increase for strange as for charged particle  
 with energy, effect stronger for Λ , Ξ-   
  →  Pre-LHC PYTHIA tunes fail again to match it 
Discrepancy larger for Ξ- at both energy and 
up to factor 3 at 7 TeV.   
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dN/dη with with at least one central charged particle 
Request from MBUEWG: 
  * Avoid NSD definition based on MC process flags 
    →”Unbiased” input for MC tuning / model comparison   
  * Allow direct comparison between LHC experiments 

" PYTHIA 6 pre-LHC tunes (Perugia0, D6T) predict  
   too low dN/dη compared to data. 
"  PYTHIA 6 Z2 tune (based on CMS UE results) and 
   PYTHIA 8 Tune1 are close to the data.  
"  Results at 0.9 TeV also available 

Good agreement among 
LHC experiments 
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dN/dη: New results at 8 TeV – common run with TOTEM 
q  2012 common CMS+TOTEM low pile up run with non-standard β*=90m optics 

configuration (L=17.4 nb−1) with √s = 8 TeV 
q  Minimum bias trigger provided by TOTEM (T2 track in either side) 
q  Triggered events further categorized in two event samples:  

q  Inclusive sample: reconstructed track in either hemishpere in T2 
q  Non-single diffractive (NSD) enhanced: reconstructed tracks in both  

                hemispheres in T2 (double-sided events) [only used for dNch/dη]  
q  TOTEM T2 detector allows to extend dN/dη measurement to |η|~6 

TOTEM Experiment 
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dN/dη: New results at 8 TeV – common run with TOTEM 

q  Predictions vary within 20-30% for the inclusive and NSD-enhanced samples 
q  CMS Inclusive measurement well described by Pythia6 Z2* and Epos 
q  CMS NSD measurements not well described 
q  Tunes show a different agreement at TOTEM η values than CMS ones  

                         à Further constraints on MC tuning  
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Underlying Event 
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The Underlying Event 
 The "underlying event" is everything except the outgoing hard scattered partons 
UE = beam-beam remnants + initial and final-state radiation + multiple interactions 

→ UE is what we need to correct for before comparison with hard scattering predictions 
→ Need to “tune” soft interactions MC model(s) to UE: previous and LHC data  

UE Observables 
 Activity in transverse region: 

d2Nch/dηdφ	

d2ΣpT/dηdφ	


  for  leading  track/jet 
topologies 

900 GeV 

Transverse 

Toward Away Away 

Transverse 

PT
leading  > 2 GeV/c 
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UE Data Selection: 900 GeV and 7 TeV    

MinBias Trigger selection: 
" One hit in each BSC + beam halo veto 
"  Beam pickups (BPTX): Bunch crossing 

 
 Event selection: 
" Only one vertex  
" Vertex within ±15cm of beam spot in z 
" At least 3 tracks pointing to the vertex 

 
 Track selection: 
" |η| < 2 && pT>0.5 GeV/c 
" Primary tracks (vertex associated): 

       d0(vtx)/sd0<5  &&  dz(vtx)/sdz<5 
"  Background rejection: pT/spT<5 

      + extra track quality selection 
 
  Jets selection: 

  SISCone (R=0.5)  + Tracks Jets  
  Only jets with pT>1 GeV/c 

PT,jet> 20 GeV/c PT,jet> 3 GeV/c 

PT,jet> 1 GeV/c PT,jet> 3 GeV/c 

900 GeV 900 GeV 

7 TeV 7 TeV 

Charged Particles (PT>0.5 GeV/c)  Pseudorapidity Density: 
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 UE transverse region: charge and ΣpT density   

7 TeV 7 TeV 900 GeV 
 & 7 TeV   

 Measurement of  dNch / dηd(Δφ)  and d2ΣpT / dηd(Δφ)  in  
transverse region as a function of leading track-jet PT 
→ Measure activity outside jet(s) → Underlying Event 

Fast rise for PT < 8 GeV/c (4 GeV/c), attributed mainly to the increase of MPI activity, 
followed by a Plateau-like region with ≈ constant average number of selected particles and a 
slow increase of ΣPT, in a saturation regime. 
→ Old D6T PYTHIA 6 tune reach plateau regime later than data (and is lower) 
→ Z1 PYTHIA 6 tune “fitted” on CMS data describes the data 
→ 4C PYTHIA 8 tune undershoot data at large PT (and reach plateau late as well) 
→ Increase of activity by a factor ~2 in data with √s is more or less reproduced  
     by PYTHIA 6 and PYTHIA 8   
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 UE transverse region: charged particles multiplicity   

 Measurement of  charged particles multiplicity, ΣPT  
and PT dependences in transverse region  

→ Measure activity outside jet(s) → Underlying Event 

Fast rise for PT < 8 GeV/c (4 GeV/c), attributed mainly to the increase of MPI activity, 
followed by a Plateau-like region with ≈ constant average number of selected particles and a 
slow increase of ΣPT, in a saturation regime. 
→ Old D6T PYTHIA 6 tune reach plateau regime later than data (and is lower) 
→ New Z2 PYTHIA 6 tune “fitted” on CMS data describes the data 
→ New 4C PYTHIA 8 tune undershoot data at large PT (and reach plateau late as well) 
→ Increase of activity by a factor ~2 in data with √s is more or less reproduced  
     by PYTHIA 6 and PYTHIA 8   
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New UE Approach: Jet Area/Median 

Ratio of jet transverse momentum and area covered by this jet in η-φ plane 
	  JHEP04(2010)065;	  M.	  Cacciari,	  G.	  Salam,	  S.	  Sapeta.	  

Jet area estimated from clustering together 
with overlaid grid of extremely soft ghost  
particle:  
 
 
 
Where  Nj

ghosts  : # ghosts clustered in jet 
            ρ ghosts   : ghosts density 
 
→ Estimate background activity as: 
 
 
For low occupancy, η-φ plane 
is dominated by ghosts  
→ Correct ρ by event occupancy C: 
 
 
 
Where C = ratio jet covered area / total area: 
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Jet / Median Area: Results 

Clear sensitivity to the  
differences between the 
MC Tunes 
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Jet / Median Area: Results 

→ Similar sensitivity as standard UE approach on different MC tunes 
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Underlying Event in Drell-Yan à µµ	


Is the UE independent from the Hard Scattering Process ?     

Data selection: 
"  2 well reconstructed and  
   isolated m associated to the 
   same vertex 
"  pTµ > 20 GeV, |ηµ| < 2.4 
"  60 < Mµµ < 120  GeV 
"  Track selection as for UE  
   with leading jet 

Both ΣpT and ans <Nch> increase with pT(µµ) due to 
Increase of ISR (Mµµ already provides hard scale) 
  → Respecting to UE with leading jets the MPI increase  
       is already saturated (plateau region) 
MADGRAPH+Z2 tune provides best overall data 
description 
Powheg+Z2 & PYTHIA 8 4C tune globally  too low  
HERWIG also too low, clear need for MPI however 
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Underlying Event in Drell-Yan 

Data selection: 
"  2 well reconstructed and  
   isolated m associated to the 
   same vertex 
"  pTµ > 20 GeV, |ηµ| < 2.4 
"  60 < Mµµ < 120  GeV 
"  Track selection as for UE  
   with leading jet 

Both ΣpT and ans <Nch> flat with Mµµ for pT(µµ) < 5 GeV 
 
  à Confirm that respecting to UE with leading jets the  
       MPI increase is already saturated (plateau region) 
  à Difference between MC is lower 
  à Z2 tune from leading jet able to describe UE in DY !  
  

pT(µµ) < 10 GeV pT(µµ) < 10 GeV 

Remove effect of recoil/ISR leakage by limiting  
pT(µµ) < 5 GeV and looking at Mµµ scale  

  

Is the UE independent from the Hard Scattering Process ?     
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Underlying Event in Drell-Yan 

Data selection: 
"  2 well reconstructed and  
   isolated m associated to the 
   same vertex 
"  pTµ > 20 GeV, |ηµ| < 2.4 
"  60 < Mµµ < 120  GeV 
"  Track selection as for UE  
   with leading jet 

Comparison with UE from leading jet as a function 
of pT of leading jet and di-muons: 

For pT > 10 GeV, where scale saturation is reached 
for both leading jet and DY, transverse activity in 
DY case remains smaller 
 à Difference expected from the absence of FSR 
       effects in the DY case 
 à Despite this, similar UE in jet production and DY  

Is the UE independent from the Hard Scattering Process ?     
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Underlying Event in ttbar Events 

Is the UE independent from the Hard Scattering Process ?     

Comparison of charged 
particles activity around 

ttbar pair events to 
prediction of  

MADGRAPH+Z2* tune   

à The transverse region (UE dominated) is fairly reproduced by Z2* tune 
à High pT and other region needs careful study for precision measurement in top sector  
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Strangeness in Underlying Event 
Is the UE/MPI mechanism independent from fragmentation ?     

à Z2* tune from leading jet inclusive UE describes K0 is transverse region to leading jet  
à Discrepancy in yield for Λ production in UE similar as the one observed for total Λ 

yield (see slide 16) but shape similar to Z2* prediction 
à UE/MPI mechanism seems independent from fragmentation 
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Energy dependence of UE 
Recent low energy scan at Tevatron: 300 GeV & 900 GeV  (+1.96 GeV) MinBias data 
  à Allow to study UE energy dependence in comparison with LHC data 
  à Remember MPI MC model depend of √s:  
  à CDF is using leading track but CMS has also a leading track analysis at √s = 7 TeV  

"TransAVE" Charged Particle Density: dN/dηdφ
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Charged particles with pT > 0.5 GeV/c and |η| < 0.8 in the transverse region to leading track  

The data are compared with PYTHIA6 Tune Z1 and Tune Z2* from CMS.  
 à The energy dependence of UE/MPI is well described by present tunes ! 
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Energy dependence of UE 
Recent low energy scan at Tevatron: 300 GeV & 900 GeV  (+1.96 GeV) MinBias data 
  à Allow to study UE energy dependence in comparison with LHC data 
  à Remember MPI MC model depend of √s:  
  à CDF is using leading track but CMS has also a leading track analysis at √s = 7 TeV  

The data are compared with PYTHIA6 Tune Z1 and Tune Z2* from CMS and PYTHIA8 4C 
 à The energy dependence of UE/MPI is well described by present tunes ! 
 à PYTHIA 4C is reasonable but slightly lower than data at high √s  
LHC will restart at √s = 13 TeV in 2015  
 à Need to validate UE tunes at new energy at the begin of that run !!! 
 à Better understanding of MPI mechanism is crucial to get reliable prediction 

"TransAVE" Charged Particle Density: dN/dηdφ
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Correlations and High Multiplicity 
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Two-particles correlation in Δη and Δφ	


Background distribution 
= Uncorrelated pairs 
from mixing 2 events 

Signal distribution 
= Correlated and uncorrelated pairs 

from same event 
MinBias, pT > 0.1 GeV/c), 7 TeV 
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High Multiplicity Results at √s = 7 TeV 

Intermediate pT : 1 < pT < 3  GeV/c 
MinBias High Multiplicity: N>110 

→ Observation of a Long-Range, Near-Side angular correlations  
     at high multiplicity in pp events at intermediate pT  (Ridge at Δφ ~ 0)  
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High Multiplicity Results at √s = 7 TeV 

Intermediate pT : 1 < pT < 3  GeV/c 
High Multiplicity: N>110 High Multiplicity: N>110 

→ Observation of a Long-Range, Near-Side angular correlations  
     at high multiplicity in pp events at intermediate pT  (Ridge at Δφ ~ 0) 
 
… not reproduced in PYTHIA 8 (and PYTHIA 6, HERWIG++, madgraph) 

PYTHIA 8 
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Multiplicity and pT dependences 

pT range 

M
ul

tip
lic

ity
 

→ Study dependence on pT and 
     multiplicity for 2 < |Δη| < 4.8  
     for R(Δφ) : 

“Ridge” maximal for high 
multiplicity and intermediate 

pT :  1 < pT < 3 eV/c  

“Ridge” not reproduced  
by PYTHIA 8 
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Is the Ridge linked to MPI ? 
S. Alderwereildt, MPI@LHC 2011 Workshop 
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Is the Ridge linked to MPI ? 

OK but other concurrent explanations on the market ….   
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UE/MPI properties at high multiplicities 

METHOD: 
 
q Classify events in 5 Multiplicity 

bins (as in centrality selection of 
H.I.) 

q Cluster track jets and assign  
‘intra jet particles’ 

q Particles outside the cones are  
‘UE particles’ 

q Increase jet cones until UE pT 
spectrum does not change with 
cone size 

Does our UE/MPI model holds at high multiplicities where we expect more and more MPI ? 

Inclusive Multiplicity: 
à Data are not described at all by MPI-off tunes.  
à Pythia (semihard MPI modeling) is better than Herwig (softer MPI modeling) 
à Bulk properties of minimum bias events reasonably described by Pythia 
     (cf also particle spectrum, UE … earlier in this talk) but … 
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UE/MPI properties at high multiplicities 
Does our UE/MPI model holds at high multiplicities where we expect more and more MPI ? 

Total event 

UE particles 

Intra jet  
particles 

<pT> of charged particles for  
    pT>0.25 GeV and |h|<2.4   

q MPI-off fails à need for MPI @ high Nch 
q  Herwig (softer MPI modeling) is not 

describing high Nch 
q  PYTHIA6/8 relatively good up to N~80  
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UE/MPI properties at high multiplicities 
Does our UE/MPI model holds at high multiplicities where we expect more and more MPI ? 

<pT> of charged particles for  
    pT>0.25 GeV and |h|<2.4   

q MPI-off fails à need for MPI @ high Nch 
q  Herwig (softer MPI modeling) is not 

describing high Nch 
q  PYTHIA6/8 relatively good up to N~80  

Jet Pt spectra vs event charged multiplicity 

Jet Multiplicity (vs) jet pT and Nch 

q MPI-off fails à need for MPI @ high Nch 
q  Herwig: too low jet multiplicity in 

general (except low Nch)    
q  PYTHIA6/8:  

Low Nch  à relatively good  
High Nch à start to predict too much  
                    jets at high pT !!! 

Present MPI models in PYTHIA seems 
to fill high Nch region with too hard jets 
and particles 
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Forward Physics and UE/MPI 
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Forward Energy Flow 

MC Study 

"   High energy collisions - large parton densities important: 
    → MPI, low x physics and possible saturation effects. 
"   Long range in rapidity between forward and central activity 
   → Opens up for higher order reactions 
"   Energy flow in the forward region 
   → Information about color (re)connections to the proton remnant 
 
→ High sensitivity to QCD and MC generators (PYTHIA)  
 
"   Forward particle production important in air shower models  
   → Majority of the energy carried by the forward particles   
        
→ Test of cosmic ray MC: QGSJET, SIBYLL and EPOS     

HF Calorimeter 
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Forward Energy Flow: MinBias 

"   Strong dependence of forward energy flow with √s reproduced by all MC   
"   Strong contributions from MPI (PYTHIA6-no MPI fails) 
"   PYTHIA 6 and PYTHIA 8 with MPI fails at high η (color reconnection)  
"   HERWIG++ describes the data (but different tunes for both √s)  
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Forward Energy Flow: MinBias 

"   Strong dependence of forward energy flow with √s reproduced by all MC   
"   Strong contributions from MPI (PYTHIA6-no MPI fails) 
"   PYTHIA 6 and PYTHIA 8 with MPI fails at high η (color reconnection)  
"   HERWIG++ describes the data (but different tunes for both √s)  
"   Cosmic ray generators provide a very good description of data (failing at high η still) 
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Forward Energy Flow: Dijets 

"   Significantly higher forward energy flow in dijets events than in MinBias 
"   Good description by PYTHIA6 & PYTHIA8 
"   MPI required (PYTHIA6-no MPI & CASCADE failing) 
"   HERWIG++ describes the data (but different tunes for both √s) 
"   Cosmic ray generators again providing a good description of data 
 → High sensitivity to MC and tunes → Data to be used for the MC tuning effort   
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Study of UE at forward rapidity 
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Study of UE at forward rapidity 
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Study of UE at forward rapidity 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Understanding of soft QCD and Underlying Event contributions is crucial for new 
physics  searches and precision measurements of Standard Model processes 
 
à  Multi Parton Interaction model needs to be tuned on data to achieve a good  

description by Monte-Carlo  
 

à  Many soft QCD inputs from LHC experiments in the last 3 years: 

-- Particle spectra & multiplicities 
-- Underlying Event measurement 
-- Correlations 
-- Forward energy flow 
-- etc 
 
              … that are sensitive to MPI and have help in tuning Monte-Carlo 

 
à  With LHC restart at s = 13 TeV, several of these measurements will have to be  

redone to check MC models … 

            … and then one can also measure directly hard MPI in DPS. 
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Inelastic Cross-section at √s = 7 TeV 
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Inelastic Cross-Section 
   σTOT = σelastic + σinelastic   with  σinelastic = σND + σSD + σDD + σCD    

q Most of inelastic events 
produce particle in CMS 
acceptance à count events 

 
q  Correction for SD and DD is 

however model dependent ! 

The cross section is raising at high energy: 
every process requires a trajectory with the 
same positive exponent: s 0.08 the pomeron 
trajectory 
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σinel : Interaction Rate at Low Pile-Up Method 

q  Use very low Pile-Up data to count total 
visible # interactions in HF: 
     à σ = #interactions / Luminosity 

 
q  Estimate corrections from several MC 

models for: 
q  efficiency of the HF selection,  
     i.e. Energy > 4 or 5 GeV 
q  fraction of events escaping 
     detection in HF acceptance 

          à Visible cross section:  
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σinel : Pile-Up Counting Method  
2) Assume pile-up (vs)  

   luminosity follow Poisson 
law to extract σ visible 

n: 

1) Count  vertex multiplicity in bins  
    of instantaneous luminosity 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 3) Correct to visible inelastic cross section only     
    (N=1,2,3 charged particle in |η|<2.4 / pT>200 Mev) 
    to avoid too large MC model dependency 
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σinel : Results 
Visible Inelastic Cross-section 

q  High PU method  à At least N(=2,3,4) charged particles with pT>200 MeV  in |η|<2.4 
q  Low PU Method   à ξ > 5 x 10-6   

q  PHOJET and SIBYLL largely 
overestimates data 
 

q  PYTHIA 6&8, EPOS and 
QGSJET-II-03 too high  
 

q  QGSJET-II-04 and QGS-01 in 
agreement  

CMS, ATLAS, ALICE in good 
agreement for visible inelastic 
cross-section 


